At Vision, we are committed to working with individuals that demonstrate effective Leadership, a high Learning curve and exceptional Character; Baylor graduates typically exhibit all of these elements. It is also inspiring to be able to interact with people that are driven to use their lives to give back to society.

Tyler Self, BBA '02
Chief Investment Officer
Vision Research Capital Management

**About Vision Research Capital Management**

Launched in 2004, Vision Research Capital Management is a Dallas-based investment firm serving accredited and qualified investors. Its long-short equity partnership utilizes proprietary analytics and qualitative due diligence to identify and invest in domestic public companies. Backed by proven portfolio management and a disciplined team of analysts, the firm is committed to stewarding its clients’ capital and maintaining a history of consistently posting positive performance across a broad range of economic conditions. Unique to Vision is the firm’s mission to generate profits for investors, empower employees to make a difference, and build missions and charities with its resources. Over the life of the business, Vision has employed nine former students from the Hankamer School of Business.
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